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This article may require cleanup. You can help the Friday Night Funkin' Wiki out by improving
this article if you can. Their songs are Spookeez and South. Skid and Pump are a duo of small
children in Halloween costumes. Skid wears a skeleton costume consisting of a black outfit with
white lines and circles representing bones. His face is painted white with some black marks
around his mouth to resemble a skull. Pump wears a pumpkin costume consisting of a black
suit with a white shirt underneath, white gloves, and a pumpkin head mask. The pair work in
tandem, with Skid resting atop of Pump's head. Pump holds a microphone in his left hand by
default, but will hand it over to Skid sometimes when they sing. They do the Spooky Dance
whenever they are not singing. Deriving from the Spooky Month series, Skid and Pump are
rather childish and gullible having risked being kidnapped several times and also encountered
many shady people around town. This displays also in Friday Night Funkin' where they are
tricked by Monster. They love spooky month October so much that they wear their costumes
year-round unless it's not a costume , despite if it's not even October, and in addition the two
kids love candy as well. Skid and Pump originate from the "Spooky Month" webseries , a series
of annual Halloween-themed animations by Sr. Pelo that started in They are known for their love
for the Spooky Month regardless of what month it actually is , their adventures in their
hometown that leads to unintentional trouble and good-natured chaos, and their infamous
dance move known as the "Spooky Dance. Skid and Pump are celebrating the Spooky Month as
they usually do, when they come across Girlfriend's parent's house and a mysterious creature
requests them to bring him a special "treat. It's later revealed that the figure that tricked Skid
and Pump into attempting to capture Girlfriend was Monster , aka Lemon Demon, who wants to
devour the Girlfriend as his "treat" and personally steps up to challenge Boyfriend after Skid
and Pump are defeated. View Skid and Pump's full gallery here. This wiki. This wiki All wikis.
Sign In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki. Cleanup Required This article may require cleanup.
Detailed showcase of Skid and Pump's singing sprites. Categories :. Universal Conquest Wiki.
FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. Centrifugal pumps are used to transport fluids by the
conversion of rotational kinetic energy to the hydrodynamic energy of the fluid flow. The
rotational energy typically comes from an engine or electric motor. They are a sub-class of
dynamic axisymmetric work-absorbing turbomachinery. Common uses include water, sewage,
agriculture, petroleum and petrochemical pumping. Centrifugal pumps are often chosen for
their high flow rate capabilities, abrasive solution compatibility, mixing potential, as well as their
relatively simple engineering. The reverse function of the centrifugal pump is a water turbine
converting potential energy of water pressure into mechanical rotational energy. According to
Reti, the first machine that could be characterized as a centrifugal pump was a mud lifting
machine which appeared as early as in a treatise by the Italian Renaissance engineer Francesco
di Giorgio Martini. The curved vane was introduced by British inventor John Appold in Like
most pumps, a centrifugal pump converts rotational energy, often from a motor, to energy in a
moving fluid. A portion of the energy goes into kinetic energy of the fluid. Fluid enters axially
through eye of the casing, is caught up in the impeller blades, and is whirled tangentially and
radially outward until it leaves through all circumferential parts of the impeller into the diffuser
part of the casing. The fluid gains both velocity and pressure while passing through the
impeller. The doughnut-shaped diffuser, or scroll, section of the casing decelerates the flow and
further increases the pressure. Accordingly, the change of the angular momentum is equal to
the sum of the external moments. Since no pressure forces are created on cylindrical surfaces
in the circumferential direction, it is possible to write Eq. Based on Eq. In Eq. The color triangle
formed by velocity vector u,c,w called "velocity triangle". This rule was helpful to detail Eq. Fig
2. It illustrates rather clearly energy added to the flow shown in vector c inversely change upon
flow rate Q shown in vector c m. Power is more commonly expressed as kilowatts 10 3 W, kW or
horsepower. Vertical centrifugal pumps are also referred to as cantilever pumps. They utilize a
unique shaft and bearing support configuration that allows the volute to hang in the sump while
the bearings are outside the sump. This style of pump uses no stuffing box to seal the shaft but
instead utilizes a "throttle bushing". A common application for this style of pump is in a parts
washer. In the mineral industry, or in the extraction of oilsand, froth is generated to separate the
rich minerals or bitumen from the sand and clays. Froth contains air that tends to block
conventional pumps and cause loss of prime. Over history, industry has developed different
ways to deal with this problem. In the pulp and paper industry holes are drilled in the impeller.
Air escapes to the back of the impeller and a special expeller discharges the air back to the
suction tank. The impeller may also feature special small vanes between the primary vanes
called split vanes or secondary vanes. Some pumps may feature a large eye, an inducer or
recirculation of pressurized froth from the pump discharge back to the suction to break the
bubbles. A centrifugal pump containing two or more impellers is called a multistage centrifugal
pump. The impellers may be mounted on the same shaft or on different shafts. At each stage,

the fluid is directed to the center before making its way to the discharge on the outer diameter.
For higher pressures at the outlet, impellers can be connected in series. For higher flow output,
impellers can be connected in parallel. A common application of the multistage centrifugal
pump is the boiler feedwater pump. For example, a MW unit would require two feedpumps in
parallel. All energy transferred to the fluid is derived from the mechanical energy driving the
impeller. This can be measured at isentropic compression, resulting in a slight temperature
increase in addition to the pressure increase. The energy usage in a pumping installation is
determined by the flow required, the height lifted and the length and friction characteristics of
the pipeline. The energy usage is determined by multiplying the power requirement by the
length of time the pump is operating. These are some difficulties faced in centrifugal pumps: [7].
An oilfield solids control system needs many centrifugal pumps to sit on or in mud tanks. The
types of centrifugal pumps used are sand pumps, submersible slurry pumps, shear pumps, and
charging pumps. They are defined for their different functions, but their working principle is the
same. Magnetically coupled pumps, or magnetic drive pumps, vary from the traditional pumping
style, as the motor is coupled to the pump by magnetic means rather than by a direct
mechanical shaft. The pump works via a drive magnet, 'driving' the pump rotor, which is
magnetically coupled to the primary shaft driven by the motor. They have no direct connection
between the motor shaft and the impeller, so no gland is needed. There is no risk of leakage,
unless the casing is broken. Since the pump shaft is not supported by bearings outside the
pump's housing , support inside the pump is provided by bushings. All centrifugal pumps
require water in the liquid casing to prime. If the pump casing becomes filled with vapors or
gases, the pump impeller becomes gas-bound and incapable of pumping. To ensure that a
centrifugal pump remains primed and does not become gas-bound, most centrifugal pumps are
located below the level of the source from which the pump is to take its suction. The same
effect can be gained by supplying liquid to the pump suction under pressure supplied by
another pump placed in the suction line. The process of filling the pump with liquid is called
priming. In normal conditions, common centrifugal pumps are unable to evacuate the air from
an inlet line leading to a fluid level whose geodetic altitude is below that of the pump.
Self-priming pumps have to be capable of evacuating air see Venting from the pump suction
line without any external auxiliary devices. Centrifugal pumps with an internal suction stage
such as water-jet pumps or side-channel pumps are also classified as self-priming pumps.
Self-Priming centrifugal were invented in One of the first companies to market a self-priming
centrifugal pump was American Marsh in Centrifugal pumps that are not designed with an
internal or external self-priming stage can only start to pump the fluid after the pump has
initially been primed with the fluid. Sturdier but slower, their impellers are designed to move
water, which is far denser than air, leaving them unable to operate when air is present. In
self-priming centrifugal pumps with a separation chamber the fluid pumped and the entrained
air bubbles are pumped into the separation chamber by the impeller action. The air escapes
through the pump discharge nozzle whilst the fluid drops back down and is once more
entrained by the impeller. The suction line is thus continuously evacuated. The design required
for such a self-priming feature has an adverse effect on pump efficiency. Also, the dimensions
of the separating chamber are relatively large. For these reasons this solution is only adopted
for small pumps, e. More frequently used types of self-priming pumps are side-channel and
water-ring pumps. Another type of self-priming pump is a centrifugal pump with two casing
chambers and an open impeller. This pump type operates without a foot valve and without an
evacuation device on the suction side. The pump has to be primed with the fluid to be handled
prior to commissioning. Two-phase mixture is pumped until the suction line has been
evacuated and the fluid level has been pushed into the front suction intake chamber by
atmospheric pressure. During normal pumping operation this pump works like an ordinary
centrifugal pump. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article needs additional citations
for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources.
Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Main article: magnetic coupling.
Principles of Turbomachinery. Sprayer Supplies. Retrieved Technology and Culture. Archived
from the original PDF on Practical centrifugal pumps design, operation and maintenance 1.
Oxford: Newnes. Retrieved 3 April Know and understand centrifugal pumps. Elsevier Ltd. Pump
Sales Direct Blog. Hidden categories: Articles needing additional references from March All
articles needing additional references Commons category link is on Wikidata Articles
containing video clips. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to
edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version.
Wikimedia Commons. Look up Centrifugal pump in Wiktionary, the free dictionary. Wikimedia
Commons has media related to Centrifugal pumps. A pumpjack is the overground drive for a
reciprocating piston pump in an oil well. It is used to mechanically lift liquid out of the well if not

enough bottom hole pressure exists for the liquid to flow all the way to the surface. The
arrangement is commonly used for onshore wells producing little oil. Pumpjacks are common in
oil-rich areas. Often this is an emulsion of crude oil and water. Pump size is also determined by
the depth and weight of the oil to remove, with deeper extraction requiring more power to move
the increased weight of the discharge column discharge head. A beam-type pumpjack converts
the rotary motion of the motor to the vertical reciprocating motion necessary to drive the
polished-rod and accompanying sucker rod and column fluid load. The engineering term for this
type of mechanism is a walking beam. It was often employed in stationary and marine steam
engine designs in the 18th and 19th centuries. In the early days, pumpjacks worked by rod lines
running horizontally above the ground to a wheel on a rotating eccentric in a mechanism known
as a central power. Among the advantages of this scheme was only having one prime mover to
power all the pumpjacks rather than individual motors for each. However, among the many
difficulties was maintaining system balance as individual well loads changed. Modern
pumpjacks are powered by a prime mover. This is commonly an electric motor, but internal
combustion engines are used in isolated locations without access to electricity, or, in the cases
of water pumpjacks, where three-phase power is not available while single phase motors exist
at least up to 60 horsepower or 45 kilowatts, [3] providing power to single-phase motors above
10 horsepower or 7. Common off-grid pumpjack engines run on natural gas, often casing gas
produced from the well, but pumpjacks have been run on many types of fuel, such as propane
and diesel fuel. In harsh climates, such motors and engines may be housed in a shack for
protection from the elements. Engines that power water pumpjacks often receive natural gas
from the nearest available gas grid. The prime mover runs a set of pulleys to the transmission,
often a double-reduction gearbox, which drives a pair of cranks , generally with counterweights
installed on them to offset the weight of the heavy rod assembly. The cranks raise and lower
one end of an I-beam which is free to move on an A-frame. On the other end of the beam is a
curved metal box called a horse head or donkey head, so named due to its appearance. A cable
made of steelâ€”occasionally, fibreglass â€”, called a bridle, connects the horse head to the
polished rod, a piston that passes through the stuffing box. The cranks themselves also
produce counterbalance due to their weight, so on pumpjacks that do not carry very heavy
loads, the weight of the cranks themselves may be enough to balance the well load. Sometimes,
however, crank-balanced units can become prohibitively heavy due to the need for
counterweights. Lufkin Industries offer "air-balanced" units, where counterbalance is provided
by a pneumatic cylinder charged with air from a compressor, eliminating the need for
counterweights. The polished rod has a close fit to the stuffing box, letting it move in and out of
the tubing without fluid escaping. The tubing is a pipe that runs to the bottom of the well
through which the liquid is produced. The bridle follows the curve of the horse head as it lowers
and raises to create a vertical or nearly-vertical stroke. The polished rod is connected to a long
string of rods called sucker rods, which run through the tubing to the down-hole pump, usually
positioned near the bottom of the well. Picture of a pump jack used to mechanically lift liquid
out of the well if there is not enough bottom hole pressure for the liquid to flow all the way to
the surface. This style of development was common in the oil booms of the early 20th century.
At the bottom of the tubing is the down-hole pump. This pump has two ball check valves : a
stationary valve at bottom called the standing valve, and a valve on the piston connected to the
bottom of the sucker rods that travels up and down as the rods reciprocate, known as the
traveling valve. Reservoir fluid enters from the formation into the bottom of the borehole
through perforations that have been made through the casing and cement the casing is a larger
metal pipe that runs the length of the well, which has cement placed between it and the earth;
the tubing, pump, and sucker rod are all inside the casing. When the rods at the pump end are
travelling up, the traveling valve is closed and the standing valve is open due to the drop in
pressure in the pump barrel. Consequently, the pump barrel fills with the fluid from the
formation as the traveling piston lifts the previous contents of the barrel upwards. When the
rods begin pushing down, the traveling valve opens and the standing valve closes due to an
increase in pressure in the pump barrel. The traveling valve drops through the fluid in the barrel
which had been sucked in during the upstroke. The piston then reaches the end of its stroke
and begins its path upwards again, repeating the process. Often, gas is produced through the
same perforations as the oil. This can be problematic if gas enters the pump, because it can
result in what is known as gas locking, where insufficient pressure builds up in the pump barrel
to open the valves due to compression of the gas and little or nothing is pumped. To preclude
this, the inlet for the pump can be placed below the perforations. As the gas-laden fluid enters
the well bore through the perforations, the gas bubbles up the annulus the space between the
casing and the tubing while the liquid moves down to the standing valve inlet. Once at the
surface, the gas is collected through piping connected to the annulus. Pumpjacks can also be

used to drive what would now be considered old-fashioned hand-pumped water wells. The scale
of the technology is frequently smaller than for an oil well, and can typically fit on top of an
existing hand-pumped well head. The technology is simple, typically using a parallel-bar
double-cam lift driven from a low-power electric motor, although the number of pumpjacks with
stroke lengths 54 inches 1. A short video recording of such a pump in action can be viewed on
YouTube. Although the flow rate for a water well pumpjack is lower than that from a jet pump
and the lifted water is not pressurised, the beam pumping unit has the option of hand pumping
in an emergency, by hand-rotating the pumpjack cam to its lowest position, and attaching a
manual handle to the top of the wellhead rod. In larger pumpjacks powered by engines, the
engine can run off fuel stored in a reservoir or from natural gas delivered from the nearest gas
grid. In some cases, this type of pump consumes less power than a jet pump and is, therefore,
cheaper to run. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For the British Rail train, see Pacer train.
For the scaffold, see Pump-jack. Retrieved Archived from the original on Archived from the
original PDF on April 2, Retrieved April 29, Petroleum industry. Petroleum Primary energy.
Acronyms Oil shale gas Peak oil mitigation timing People Petrocurrency Petrodollar recycling
Shale band Shale gas Swing producer Unconventional oil heavy crude oil sands oil shale tight
oil. Companies and organisations. Major petroleum companies. National oil companies. Major
services companies. Categories : Petroleum technology Pumps. Hidden categories: Commons
category link is on Wikidata Articles containing video clips. Namespaces Article Talk. Views
Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file.
Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Wikimedia Commons has media
related to Nodding donkey pumps. This song was also remixed for the deluxe edition of the
group's fifth studio album The E. D as "Pump It Harder". The Dick Dale song Miserlou [sic] was
on it. At first, I was angry this isn't what I wanted to buy," he laughs. I said, 'We should do a
song like this. Then we had to fly to Tokyo and I tightened up the beat on the plane. Then I
recorded vocals in this park in Tokyo, and that's how we recorded the song 'Pump It'. The music
video for "Pump It" was filmed in Los Angeles, California and features The Black Eyed Peas
competing and fighting with a gang of unidentified people in a parking garage. The video
features a modified Honda Civic Hybrid customized with metallic paint with Black Eyed Peas
graphics; the vehicle was later given away in sweepstakes during the Honda Civic Tour. Before
the single was officially released, the song peaked at number 82 on the Billboard Hot in June
This was mainly based on digital download strength due to exposure in the Best Buy ads. After
its official airplay release, it peaked at number 18 in March The single was released to stores in
the United States on February 14, and in the United Kingdom on March 13, This single,
compared to other Monkey Business singles' performance on US charts, is the lowest ranking
single from the album. The song reached higher spots on charts in other countries. It jumped to
number 2 the following week, where it peaked. Also, it is their 9th consecutive top 10 hit, after
all of their singles from "Elephunk" reached the top 10, including 1's "Where Is The Love?
Amazingly, this expanded to 11 top 10 hits for the band with the release of the 3 consecutive top
3 singles "Boom Boom Pow" 2 , " I Gotta Feeling" 1 and "Meet Me Halfway" 3 from the future
album "The E. The streak broke when next single "Rock That Body" only managed to peak at
number In Australia, the song peaked at number 6. The song was also popular in the United
Kingdom, becoming their 8th hit single there. It was the first song ever to make the UK Top 40
on sales of downloads alone. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article needs
additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to
reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Hip hop dance rap rock.
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US Billboard Hot [38]. Portugal AFP [39]. United Kingdom BPI. MBW work:
38dbd-7dcd-4aafc2-fdeda. A peristaltic pump , also commonly known as a roller pump, is a type
of positive displacement pump used for pumping a variety of fluids. The fluid is contained in a
flexible tube fitted inside a circular pump casing. Most peristaltic pumps work through rotary
motion, though linear peristaltic pumps have also been made. The rotor has a number of
"wipers" or "rollers" attached to its external circumference, which compress the flexible tube as
they rotate by. The part of the tube under compression is closed, forcing the fluid to move
through the tube. Additionally, as the tube opens to its natural state after the rollers pass, more
fluid is drawn into the tube. This process is called peristalsis and is used in many biological
systems such as the gastrointestinal tract. Typically, there will be two or more rollers
compressing the tube, trapping a body of fluid between them. The body of fluid is transported
through the tube, toward the pump outlet. Peristaltic pumps may run continuously, or they may
be indexed through partial revolutions to deliver smaller amounts of fluid. A form of peristaltic
pump was described in The Mechanics Magazine in The pump used a leather hose which did
not need to self-open when released by the rollers, instead relying on the incoming water
having sufficient pressure to fill the open inlet end on each cycle. Bradley in U. Patent number
[2] as a well pump, and later by Eugene Allen in U. Patent number [3] for blood transfusions. It
was developed by heart surgeon Dr. Michael DeBakey [4] for blood transfusions [5] while he
was a medical student in and later used by him for cardiopulmonary bypass [6] systems. A
specialized nonocclusive roller pump US Patent [7] using soft flat tubing was developed in for
cardiopulmonary bypass systems. The first technically and commercially viable peristaltic
pump for use outside the laboratory was developed by Bernard Refson. Some common
applications include pumping IV fluids through an infusion device, apheresis , highly reactive
chemicals, high solids slurries, and other materials where isolation of the product from the
environment are critical. They are also used in heart-lung machines to circulate blood during a
bypass surgery , and in hemodialysis systems, since the pump does not cause significant
hemolysis , or rupture of the blood cells. The ideal peristaltic pump should have an infinite
diameter of the pump head and the largest possible diameter of the rollers. Such an ideal
peristaltic pump would offer the longest possible tubing lifetime and provide a constant and
pulsation-free flow rate. Such an ideal peristaltic pump can not be constructed in reality.
However, peristaltic pumps can be designed to approach these ideal peristaltic pump
parameters. Careful design can offer constant accurate flow rates for several weeks together
with a long tubing lifetime without the risk of tubing rupture. The pumped fluid contacts only the
inside surface of the tubing. This eliminates fluid compatibility concerns with other pump
components such as valves, O-rings, and seals, which must be considered for other pump
designs. Therefore, only the composition of the tubing that the pumped medium travels through
is considered for chemical compatibility. The tubing needs to be elastomeric to maintain the
circular cross-section after millions of cycles of squeezing in the pump. This requirement
eliminates a variety of non-elastomeric polymers that have compatibility with a wide range of
chemicals, such as PTFE , polyolefins , PVDF , etc. Of these materials, natural rubber has the
best fatigue resistance, and EPDM and Hypalon have the best chemical compatibility. Silicone is
popular with water-based fluids, such as in bio-pharma industry, but has a limited range of
chemical compatibility in other industries. There are a couple of newer tubing developments
that offer broad chemical compatibility using lined tubing and fluoroelastomers. With lined
tubing, the thin inside liner is made of a chemically resistant material such as poly-olefin and
PTFE that form a barrier for the rest of the tubing wall from coming in contact with the pumped
fluid. These liners are materials that are often not elastomeric, therefore the entire tube wall
cannot be made with this material for peristaltic pump applications. This tubing provides
adequate chemical compatibility and life to be used in chemically challenging applications.
There are a few things to keep in mind when using these tubes - any pinholes in the liner during
manufacturing could render the tubing vulnerable to chemical attack. In the case of stiff plastic
liners like the polyolefins, with repeated flexing in the peristaltic pump they can develop cracks,
rendering the bulk material again vulnerable to chemical attack. A common issue with all lined
tubing is the delamination of the liner with repeated flexing that signals the end of the tube's
life. For those with the need for chemically compatible tubing, these lined tubings offer a good
solution. With fluoroelastomer tubing, the elastomer itself has the chemical resistance. In the
case of e. Chem-Sure, it is made of a perfluoroelastomer, that has the broadest chemical
compatibility of all elastomers. The two fluoroelastomer tubes listed above combine the
chemical compatibility with a very long tube life stemming from their reinforcement technology

but come at a pretty high initial cost. One has to justify the cost with the total value derived over
the long tube life and compare with other options such as other tubing or even other pump
technologies. There are many online sites for checking the chemical compatibility of the tubing
material with the pumped fluid. The tubing manufacturers may also have compatibility charts
specific to their tubing production method, coating, material, and the fluid being pumped. While
these charts cover a list of commonly encountered fluids, they may not have all the fluids. If
there is a fluid whose compatibility is not listed anywhere, then a common test of compatibility
is the immersion testing. This test is still a one-way test, in the sense that there is still a remote
chance that the tubing that passes this test can still be incompatible for the application since
the combination of borderline compatibility and mechanical flexing can push the tube over the
edge, resulting in premature tube failure. In general, recent tubing developments have brought
broad chemical compatibility to the peristaltic pump option that many chemical dosing
applications can benefit over other current pump technologies. The minimum gap between the
roller and the housing determines the maximum squeeze applied on the tubing. The amount of
squeeze applied to the tubing affects pumping performance and the tube life - more squeezing
decreases the tubing life dramatically, while less squeezing can cause the pumped medium to
slip back, especially in high-pressure pumping, and decreases the efficiency of the pump
dramatically and the high velocity of the slip back typically causes premature failure of the
hose. Therefore, this amount of squeeze becomes an important design parameter. The term
"occlusion" is used to measure the amount of squeeze. It is either expressed as a percentage of
twice the wall thickness, or as an absolute amount of the wall that is squeezed. Thus for a given
pump, the most critical tubing dimension becomes the wall thickness. An interesting point here
is that the inside diameter of the tubing is not an important design parameter for the suitability
of the tubing for the pump. Therefore, it is common for more than one ID be used with a pump,
as long as the wall thickness remains the same. For a given rotational speed of the pump, a
tube with a larger inside diameter ID will give a higher flow rate than one with a smaller inside
diameter. The flow rate is a function of the cross-section area of the tube bore. The flow rate is
an important parameter for a pump. The flow rate in a peristaltic pump is determined by many
factors, such as:. Increasing the number of rollers does not increase the flow rate, instead it will
decrease the flow rate somewhat by reducing the effective i. Increasing rollers does tend to
decrease the amplitude of the fluid pulsing at the outlet by increasing the frequency of the
pulsed flow. The length of the tube measured from the initial pinch point near the inlet to the
final release point near the outlet does not affect the flow rate. However, a longer tube implies
more pinch points between inlet and outlet, increasing the pressure that the pump can generate.
The flow rate of a peristaltic pump is in most cases not linear. The effect of pulsation at the inlet
of the pump changes the filling degree of the peristaltic hose. With high inlet pulsation, the
peristaltic hose may become oval-shaped, resulting in less flow. Accurate metering with a
peristaltic pump is therefore only possible when the pump has a constant flow rate, or when
inlet pulsation is completely eliminated with the use of correct designed pulsation dampeners.
Pulsation is an important side effect of the peristaltic pump. The pulsation in a peristaltic pump
is determined by many factors, such as:. This class of pump is often called a "hose pump". If
the high operating pressure is not required, a tubing pump is a better option than a hose pump
if the pumped medium is not abrasive. With recent advances made in the tubing technology for
pressure, life, and chemical compatibility, as well as the higher flow rate ranges, the advantages
that hose pumps had over roller pumps continues to erode. Lower pressure peristaltic pumps
typically have dry casings and use rollers along with non-reinforced, extruded tubing. This
class of pump is sometimes called a "tube pump" or "tubing pump". These pumps employ
rollers to squeeze the tube. Increasing the number of rollers increases the pressure pulse
frequency of the pumped fluid at the outlet, thereby decreasing the amplitude of pulsing. The
downside to increasing the number of rollers it that it proportionately increases the number of
squeezes, or occlusions, on the tubing for a given cumulative flow through that tube, thereby
reducing the tubing life. The operating pressure of these pumps is determined by the tubing and
by the motor's ability to overcome the hoop strength of the tubing and the fluid pressure. In
microfluidics, it is often desirable to minimize the circulating volume of fluid. Traditional pumps
require a large volume of liquid external to the microfluidic circuit. This can lead to problems
due to dilution of analytes and already dilute biological signalling molecules. Wu et al.
Considerations for selecting peristaltic pump tubing include appropriate chemical resistance
towards the liquid being pumped, whether the pump will be used continuously or intermittently,
and cost. Types of tubing commonly used in peristaltic pumps include:. For continuous use,
most of the materials perform similarly over short time frames. For intermittent use,
compression set is important and Silicone is an optimal material choice. From Wikipedia, the
free encyclopedia. Knight and Lacey. Michael E. Archived from the original on Retrieved C;
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Peristaltic pumps. He is one of the most prominent members of the SoundCloud rap scene.
Garcia is known for his minimalist music and hyperactive public persona, where he is often
portrayed taking drugs such as marijuana , lean , and xanax , actions that have garnered
controversy. Lil Pump rose to popularity in with the single " Gucci Gang ", which peaked at
number 3 on the Billboard Hot and was certified five-times platinum by the Recording Industry
Association of America. Garcia was born August 17, , in Miami , Florida. Cole , Garcia stated
that his parents are from Colombia and they divorced when he was six years old. When Garcia
was thirteen years old, his cousin, Lil Ominous, introduced him to Omar Pineiro, better known
as Smokepurpp ; the two eventually became collaborators. Garcia and Pineiro were expelled
from multiple district schools. Garcia, thereafter, enrolled in an opportunity high school but was
expelled in the tenth grade for fighting and inciting a riot. Garcia's rap career began when
Smokepurpp produced a track and asked him to freestyle over it. Garcia began by releasing the
singles "D Rose" and " Boss ", which were major hits on SoundCloud, collecting a combined 70
million streams. The music video was released on YouTube on January 30, , and has gained
million views as of July Records was voided because he had been a minor at the time of
signing. In July , Garcia announced through Twitter that his debut album was in the works and
would be released in August. Garcia released " I Shyne " on January 18, , with producer
Carnage. On April 13, , Garcia released the single " Esskeetit ", which debuted and peaked at
number 24 on the Billboard Hot In July , he released the single " Drug Addicts " alongside a
music video which features the actor Charlie Sheen. Garcia announced in August a tour to
promote his unreleased album Harverd Dropout , but it was cancelled a month later due to
"unforeseen circumstances". On December 16, , Garcia was accused of being racist towards
Asians after previewing a snippet of his new song " Butterfly Doors "; the lyrics contained Asian
stereotypes and slurs including " Ching chong " and "they call me Yao Ming cause my eyes real
low" the lyric at which, Garcia mockingly pulls his eyes back. This caused a fair amount of
negative press coverage and caused Chinese rappers to release diss tracks against him. A
music video featuring both of the artists was also released. The song was first previewed in
Garcia has stated on social media and in lyrics that he is unable to read due to having dyslexia.
On October 26, , Garcia endorsed the campaign of President Donald Trump in the United States
presidential election , citing Joe Biden 's tax plan as his reasoning. On February 15, , Garcia
was arrested for discharging a weapon in an inhabited place. Police found the bullet may have
come from inside the home, coming back later with a search warrant before finding an unloaded
handgun below the balcony with ammunition elsewhere in the residence. On August 29, , Garcia
was arrested for driving without a license in Miami. He was subsequently banned from entering
the country for two years. On December 13, , Garcia was arrested at a Miami airport for
disorderly conduct as he was about to take off on a flight; security wanted to search Garcia's
luggage for cannabis but Garcia insisted he did not have any. While no drugs were found,
during the encounter with police Garcia became angry and began arguing loudly with the
security employees. He was subsequently taken into custody. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. American rapper from Florida. For his self-titled album, see Lil Pump album. Hip
hop trap SoundCloud rap [2] punk rap [3]. Rapper songwriter [4]. Tha Lights Global Warner.
Bighead Smokepurpp. Main article: Lil Pump discography. XXL Mag. August Retrieved February
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Commons has media related to Lil Pump. A heat pump is a device that transfers heat energy
from a source of heat to what is called a thermal reservoir. Heat pumps move thermal energy in
the opposite direction of spontaneous heat transfer , by absorbing heat from a cold space and
releasing it to a warmer one. A heat pump uses external power to accomplish the work of
transferring energy from the heat source to the heat sink. The heat transfer medium circulated
through these components is called refrigerant. While air conditioners and freezers are familiar
examples of heat pumps, the term "heat pump" is more general and applies to many heating,
ventilating, and air conditioning HVAC devices used for space heating or space cooling. Heat
pumps usually can be used either in heating mode or cooling mode, as required by the user.
When a heat pump is used for heating, it employs the same basic refrigeration-type cycle used
by an air conditioner or a refrigerator, but in the opposite direction â€” releasing heat into the
conditioned space rather than the surrounding environment. In this use, heat pumps generally
draw heat from the cooler external air or from the ground. Heat pumps are also increasingly
used to heat domestic hot water. Heat pumps are significantly more energy efficient than simple
electrical resistance heaters. The efficiency begins to decrease as the temperature difference
between the heat source and sink increases. When discussing heat pump efficiencies, the
following terms are commonly used: coefficient of performance COP , seasonal coefficient of
performance SCOP and seasonal performance factor SPF. The higher the number, the more
efficient a heat pump is, the less energy it consumes, and the more cost-effective it is to
operate. There are several factors that will affect the efficiency of a heat pump, such as auxiliary
equipment, technology, size and control system, but also temperature and humidity conditions:
the efficiency drops when the temperature difference increases or when freezing can occur.
Heat energy naturally transfers from warmer spaces to colder spaces. However, a heat pump
can reverse this process, by absorbing heat from a cold space and releasing it to a warmer one.
This process requires some amount of external energy, such as electricity. In heating,
ventilation and air conditioning HVAC systems, the term heat pump usually refers to
vapor-compression refrigeration devices optimized for high efficiency in both directions of
thermal energy transfer. That is, heat pumps able to provide heating or cooling to the internal
space as required. Heat pumps are more efficient for heating than resistance heaters because
most of the energy they release comes from the ambient environment, and only a fraction from
the externally-supplied energy required to run the device. In electrically-powered heat pumps,
the heat transferred can be three or four times larger than the electrical power consumed, giving
the system a coefficient of performance COP of 3 or 4, as opposed to a COP of 1 for a
conventional electrical resistance heater, in which all heat is produced from input electrical
energy. Heat pumps work like refrigerators , inside-out. They use a refrigerant as an
intermediate fluid to absorb heat where it vaporizes, in the evaporator, and then to release heat
where the refrigerant condenses, in the condenser. The refrigerant flows through insulated
pipes between the evaporator and the condenser, allowing for efficient thermal energy transfer
at relatively long distances. The simpler heat pumps tap the atmosphere as heat source; for
better performance and greater energy flow, ground water or geothermal energy will be tapped,
but this requires more expensive installation. The heat can be released directly into the air this
is simpler and cheaper , or through the water plumbing of central heating or to provide
domestic hot water. Heat pumps take advantage of low temperature underfloor heating ,
because COP can be higher when the temperature difference is lower. Reversible heat pumps
work in either direction to provide heating or cooling to the internal space. They employ a
reversing valve to reverse the flow of refrigerant from the compressor through the condenser
and evaporation coils. In heating mode, the outdoor coil is an evaporator, while the indoor is a
condenser. The refrigerant flowing from the evaporator outdoor coil carries the thermal energy
from outside air or soil, or better still, moving water indoors. Vapor temperature is augmented
within the pump by compressing it. The indoor coil then transfers thermal energy including
energy from the compression to the indoor air, which is then moved around the inside of the
building by an air handler. Alternatively, thermal energy is transferred to water, which is then
used to heat the building via radiators or underfloor heating. The heated water may also be used
for domestic hot water consumption. The refrigerant is then allowed to expand, and hence cool,
and absorb heat from the outdoor temperature in the outside evaporator, and the cycle repeats.

This is a standard refrigeration cycle, save that the "cold" side of the refrigerator the evaporator
coil is positioned so it is outdoors where the environment is colder. In cold weather, the outdoor
unit of an air source heat pump needs to be intermittently defrosted. This will cause the
auxiliary or emergency heating elements located in the air-handler to be activated. At the same
time, the frost on the outdoor coil will quickly be melted due to the warm refrigerant. The indoor
fan continues to run during the defrost cycle. In cooling mode the cycle is similar, but the
outdoor coil is now the condenser and the indoor coil which reaches a lower temperature is the
evaporator. This is the familiar mode in which air conditioners operate. Mechanical heat pumps
are essentially a refrigerator turned inside out and oversized. To deal with the bigger flow of
energy, pumps or fans are required where a refrigerator need only passive exchangers. Heat
pumps exploit the physical properties of a volatile evaporating and condensing fluid known as a
refrigerant. The heat pump compresses the refrigerant to make it hotter on the side to be
warmed, and releases the pressure at the side where heat is absorbed. The working fluid , in its
gaseous state, is pressurized and circulated through the system by a compressor. On the
discharge side of the compressor, the now hot and highly pressurized vapor is cooled in a heat
exchanger , called a condenser , until it condenses into a high pressure, moderate temperature
liquid. The condensed refrigerant then passes through a pressure-lowering device also called a
metering device. This may be an expansion valve , capillary tube, or possibly a work-extracting
device such as a turbine. The low-pressure liquid refrigerant then enters another heat
exchanger, the evaporator, in which the fluid absorbs heat and boils. The refrigerant then
returns to the compressor and the cycle is repeated. It is essential that the refrigerant reaches a
sufficiently high temperature, when compressed, to release heat through the "hot" heat
exchanger the condenser. Similarly, the fluid must reach a sufficiently low temperature when
allowed to expand, or else heat cannot flow from the ambient cold region into the fluid in the
cold heat exchanger the evaporator. In particular, the pressure difference must be great enough
for the fluid to condense at the hot side and still evaporate in the lower pressure region at the
cold side. The greater the temperature difference, the greater the required pressure difference,
and consequently the more energy needed to compress the fluid. Thus, as with all heat pumps,
the coefficient of performance amount of thermal energy moved per unit of input work required
decreases with increasing temperature difference. Insulation is used to reduce the work and
energy required to achieve a low enough temperature in the space to be cooled. Heat is typically
transferred through engineered heating or cooling systems by using a flowing gas or liquid. Air
is sometimes used, but quickly becomes impractical under many circumstances because it
requires large ducts to transfer relatively small amounts of heat. In systems using refrigerant,
this working fluid can also be used to transfer heat a considerable distance, though this can
become impractical because of increased risk of expensive refrigerant leakage. When large
amounts of heat are to be transferred, water is typically used, often supplemented with
antifreeze , corrosion inhibitors , and other additives. A common source or sink for heat in
smaller installations is the outside air, as used by an air-source heat pump. A fan is needed to
improve heat exchange efficiency. Larger installations handling more heat, or in tight physical
spaces, often use water-source heat pumps. The heat is sourced or rejected in water flow,
which can carry much larger amounts of heat through a given pipe or duct cross-section than
air flow can carry. The water may be heated at a remote location by boilers , solar energy , or
other means. Alternatively when needed, the water may be cooled by using a cooling tower , or
discharged into a large body of water, such as a lake, stream or an ocean. Geothermal heat
pumps or ground-source heat pumps use shallow underground heat exchangers as a heat
source or sink, and water as the heat transfer medium. This is possible because below ground
level, the temperature is relatively constant across the seasons, and the earth can provide or
absorb a large amount of heat. Ground source heat pumps work in the same way as air-source
heat pumps, but exchange heat with the ground via water pumped through pipes in the ground.
Ground source heat pumps are simpler and therefore more reliable than air source heat pumps
ASHP as they do not need fan or defrosting systems and can be housed inside. Although a
ground heat exchanger requires a higher initial capital cost, the annual running costs are lower,
because well-designed ground source heat pump systems operate more efficiently because
they start with a warmer source temperature than the air in winter. Heat pump installations may
be installed alongside an auxiliary conventional heat source such as electrical resistance
heaters, or oil or gas combustion. The auxiliary source is installed to meet peak heating loads,
or to provide a back-up system. There are millions of domestic installations using air source
heat pumps. In heating, ventilation, and air conditioning HVAC applications, a heat pump is
typically a vapor-compression refrigeration device that includes a reversing valve and optimized
heat exchangers so that the direction of heat flow thermal energy movement may be reversed.
The reversing valve switches the direction of refrigerant through the cycle and therefore the

heat pump may deliver either heating or cooling to a building. In cooler climates, the default
setting of the reversing valve is heating. The default setting in warmer climates is cooling.
Because the two heat exchangers, the condenser and evaporator, must swap functions, they
are optimized to perform adequately in both modes. Therefore, the SEER rating, which is the
Seasonal Energy Efficiency Rating , of a reversible heat pump is typically slightly less than two
separately optimized machines. For equipment to receive the Energy Star rating, it must have a
rating of at least In water heating applications, a heat pump may be used to heat or preheat
water for swimming pools or heating potable water for use by homes and industry. Usually heat
is extracted from outdoor air and transferred to an indoor water tank, another variety extracts
heat from indoor air to assist in cooling the space. Heat pumps can also be used as heat
supplier for district heating. Possible heat sources for such applications are sewage water,
ambient water like sea, lake and river water , industrial waste heat , geothermal energy , flue gas
, waste heat from district cooling and heat from solar heat storage. Large scale heat pumps for
district heating combined with thermal energy storage offer high flexibility for the integration of
variable renewable energy. They are also a crucial element of cold district heating systems.
There is a great potential to reduce the energy consumption and related greenhouse gas
emissions in the industry by application of industrial heat pumps. Until the s, the refrigerants
were often chlorofluorocarbons CFCs such as R dichlorodifluoromethane , one in a class of
several refrigerants using the brand name Freon , a trademark of DuPont. Its manufacture is
now banned or severely restricted by the Montreal Protocol of August because of the damage
that chlorofluorocarbons cause to the ozone layer if released into the atmosphere. One widely
adopted replacement refrigerant is the hydrofluorocarbon HFC known as Ra
1,1,1,2-tetrafluoroethane. Heat pumps using Ra replaced R dichlorodifluoromethane and have
similar thermodynamic properties but with insignificant ozone depletion potential and a
somewhat lower global warming potential. Since , carbon dioxide , R , has increasingly been
used, utilizing the transcritical cycle , although it requires much higher working pressures. In
residential and commercial applications, the hydrochlorofluorocarbon HCFC R is still widely
used, however, HFC RA does not deplete the ozone layer and is being used more frequently;
however, it is a powerful greenhouse gas which contributes to climate change. More recent
refrigerators use RA which is isobutane , and does not deplete the ozone and is less harmful to
the environment. As quite similar criteria shall be fulfilled by working fluids applied to heat
pumps, refrigeration and ORC cycles, several working fluids are applied by all these
technologies and can be sorted into the same thermodynamic classification category based on
the shape of their saturation curve. A ground source heat pump has no need for an outdoor unit
with moving mechanical components: no external noise is produced. An air source heat pump
requires an outdoor unit containing moving mechanical components including fans which
produce noise. In , the European Committee for Standardization CEN started work on standards
for protection from noise pollution caused by heat pump outdoor units. In the United States, the
allowed nighttime noise level was defined in as "an average hr exposure limit of 55 A-weighted
decibels dBA to protect the public from all adverse effects on health and welfare in residential
areas U. EPA This limit is a dayâ€”night hr average noise level LDN , with a dBA penalty applied
to nighttime levels between and hours to account for sleep disruption and no penalty applied to
daytime levels. Another feature of air source heat pumps ASHPs external heat exchangers is
their need to stop the fan from time to time for a period of several minutes in order to get rid of
frost that accumulates in the outdoor unit in the heating mode. After that, the heat pump starts
to work again. This part of the work cycle results in two sudden changes of the noise made by
the fan. The acoustic effect of such disruption on neighbors is especially powerful in quiet
environments where background nighttime noise may be as low as 0 to 10dBA. This is included
in legislation in France. According to the French concept of noise nuisance, "noise emergence"
is the difference between ambient noise including the disturbing noise, and ambient noise
without the disturbing noise. When comparing the performance of heat pumps, it is best to
avoid the word "efficiency", which has a very specific thermodynamic definition. The term
coefficient of performance COP is used to describe the ratio of useful heat movement per work
input. Most vapor-compression heat pumps use electrically powered motors for their work
input. That is, to produce one joule of useful heat, a resistance heater needs one joule of
electrical energy, while a heat pump under conditions where its COP is 3 or 4 would require only
a 0. Improving COP to high numbers comes at a price that is quickly not worth it. Also note that
an air source heat pump is more efficient in hotter climates than cooler ones, so when the
weather is much warmer the unit will perform with a higher COP as it has a smaller temperature
gap to bridge. When there is a wide temperature differential between the hot and cold
reservoirs, the COP is lower worse. In extreme cold weather the COP will go down to 1. On the
other hand, well designed ground-source heat pump GSHP systems benefit from the moderate

temperature underground, as the ground acts naturally as a store of thermal energy. When there
is a high temperature differential e. Ultimately, due to Carnot efficiency limits, the heat pump's
performance will decrease as the outdoor-to-indoor temperature difference increases outside
temperature gets colder , reaching a theoretical limit of 1. In practice, a COP of 1. Also, as the
heat pump takes heat out of the air, some moisture in the outdoor air may condense and
possibly freeze on the outdoor heat exchanger. The system must periodically melt this ice; this
defrosting translates into an additional energy electricity expenditure. When it is extremely cold
outside, it is simpler to heat using an alternative heat source such as an electric resistance
heater, oil furnace, or gas furnace rather than to run an air-source heat pump. Also, avoiding the
use of the heat pump during extremely cold weather translates into less wear on the machine's
compressor. The design of the evaporator and condenser heat exchangers is also very
important to the overall efficiency of the heat pump. The heat exchange surface areas and the
corresponding temperature differential between the refrigerant and the air stream directly affect
the operating pressures and hence the work the compressor has to do in order to provide the
same heating or cooling effect. Generally, the larger the heat exchanger, the lower the
temperature differential and the more efficient the system becomes. Heat exchangers are
expensive, requiring drilling for some heat-pump types or large spaces to be efficient, and the
heat pump industry generally competes on price rather than efficiency. Heat pumps are already
at a price disadvantage when it comes to initial investment not long-term savings compared to
conventional heating solutions like boilers, so the drive towards more efficient heat pumps and
air conditioners is often led by legislative measures on minimum efficiency standards.
Electricity rates will also influence the attractiveness of heat pumps. A larger EER number
indicates better performance. Actual performance varies, however, and depends on many
factors such as installation details, temperature differences, site elevation, and maintenance. As
with any piece of equipment that depends on coils to transfer heat between air and a fluid, it is
important for both the condenser and evaporator coils to be kept clean. If deposits of dust and
other debris are allowed to accumulate on the coils, the efficiency of the unit both in heating
and cooling modes will suffer. Heat pumps are more effective for heating than for cooling an
interior space if the temperature differential is held equal. This is because the compressor's
input energy is also converted to useful heat when in heating mode, and is discharged along
with the transported heat via the condenser to the interior space. But for cooling, the condenser
is normally outdoors, and the compressor's dissipated work waste heat must also be
transported to outdoors using more input energy, rather than being put to a useful purpose. For
the same reason, opening a food refrigerator or freezer has the net effect of heating up the room
rather than cooling it, because its refrigeration cycle rejects heat to the indoor air. This heat
includes the compressor's dissipated work as well as the heat removed from the inside of the
appliance. The coefficient of performance COP increases as the temperature difference, or "lift",
decreases between heat source and destination. The COP can be maximized at design time by
choosing a heating system requiring only a low final water temperature e. Domestic hot water
DHW and conventional heating radiators require high water temperatures, reducing the COP
that can be attained, and affecting the choice of heat pump technology. This means that in the
coming decades, the energy efficiency of top-end heat pumps could roughly double. Depending
on the working fluid, the expansion stage can be important also. Work done by the expanding
fluid cools it and is available to replace some of the input power. An evaporating liquid is cooled
by free expansion through a small hole, but an ideal gas is not. It is an energy efficiency
measure over a period of one year. Such ration gives more real-life information and is
interesting to compare system to system. The two main types of heat pumps are compression
and absorption. Compression heat pumps operate on mechanical energy typically driven by
electricity , while absorption heat pumps may also run on heat as an energy source from
electricity or burnable fuels. While the gas utilization efficiency in such a device, which is the
ratio of the energy supplied to the energy consumed, may average only 1. Gas-absorption heat
pumps function as high-efficiency solutions to low-requirement heating and can be used with
traditional boilers for reduced emissions and economical ratings. By definition, all heat sources
for a heat pump must be colder in temperature than the space to be heated. Most commonly,
heat pumps draw heat from the air outside or inside air or from the ground groundwater or soil.
The heat drawn from ground-sourced systems is in most cases stored solar heat, and it should
not be confused with direct geothermal heating , though the latter will contribute in some small
measure to all heat in the ground. True geothermal heat, when used for heating, requires a
circulation pump but no heat pump, since for this technology the ground temperature is higher
than that of the space that is to be heated, so the technology relies only upon simple heat
convection. Other heat sources for heat pumps include water; nearby streams and other natural
water bodies have been used, and sometimes domestic waste water via drain water heat

recovery which is often warmer than cold winter ambient temperatures though still of lower
temperature than the space to be heated. A number of sources have been used for the heat
source for heating private and communal buildings. Air-air heat pumps, that extract heat from
outside air and transfer this heat to inside air, are the most common type of heat pumps and the
cheapest. These are similar to air conditioners operating in reverse. Air-water heat pumps are
otherwise similar to air-air heat pumps, but they transfer the extracted heat into a water heating
circuit, floor heating being the most efficient, and they can also transfer heat into a domestic
hot water tank for use in showers and hot water taps of the building. However, ground-water
heat pumps are more efficient than air-water heat pumps, and therefore they are often the better
choice for providing heat for the floor heating and domestic hot water systems. Air source heat
pumps are relatively easy and inexpensive to install and have therefore historically been the
most widely used heat pump type. However, they suffer limitations due to their use of the
outside air as a heat source. The higher temperature differential during periods of extreme cold
leads to declining efficiency. In mild weather, COP may be around 4. The average COP over
seasonal variation is typically 2. The heating output of low temperature optimized heat pumps
and hence their energy efficiency still declines dramatically as the temperature drops, but the
threshold at which the decline starts is lower than conventional pumps, as shown in the
following table temperatures are approximate and may vary by manufacturer and model :.
Ground-source heat pumps, also called geothermal heat pumps, typically have higher
efficiencies than air-source heat pumps. This is because they draw heat from the ground or
groundwater which is at a relatively constant temperature all year round below a depth of about
30 feet 9 m. Well maintained ground-source heat pumps typically have COPs of 4. The tradeoff
for this improved performance is that a ground-source heat pump is more expensive to install,
due to the need for the drilling of boreholes for vertical placement of heat exchanger piping or
the digging of trenches for horizontal placement of the piping that carries the heat exchange
fluid water with a little antifreeze. When compared, groundwater heat pumps are generally more
efficient than heat pumps using heat from the soil. Closed loop soil or ground heat exchangers
tend to accumulate cold if the ground loop is undersized. This can be a significant problem if
nearby ground water is stagnant or the soil lacks thermal conductivity, and the overall system
has been designed to be just big enough to handle a "typical worst case" cold spell, or is simply
undersized for the load. There are several other methods for replenishing a low temperature
ground loop; one way is to make large solar collectors, for instance by putting plastic pipes just
under the roof, or by putting coils of black polyethylene pipes under glass on the roof, or by
piping the tarmac of the parking lot. A further solution is to ensure ground collector arrays are
correctly sized, by ensuring soil thermal properties and thermal conductivity are correctly
measured and integrated into the design. Hybrid or twin source heat pumps: when outdoor air
is above 4 to 8 Celsius, Fahrenheit, depending on ground water temperature they use air; when
air is colder, they use the ground source. These twin source systems can also store summer
heat, by running ground source water through the air exchanger or through the building
heater-exchanger, even when the heat pump itself is not running. Unlike other hybrid systems,
which usually combine both conventional and renewable energy sources, it combines air and
geothermal heat in one compact device. This allows use of the most economical heating source
for the current external conditions for example, air temperature. The unit automatically selects
the most efficient operating mode â€” air or geothermal heat, or both together. The process is
controlled by a control unit, which processes the large amounts of data delivered by the
complex heating system. The control unit comprises two controllers, one for the air heat cycle
and one for the geothermal circulation, in one device. All components communicate over a
common bus to ensure they interact to enhance the efficiency of the hybrid heating system.
This hybrid heat pump can be combined with a solar thermal system or with an ice-storage. It
trades and is marketed under the name ThermSelect. A solar-assisted heat pump is a machine
that represents the integration of a heat pump and thermal solar panels in a single integrated
system. Typically these two technologies are used separately or only placing them in parallel to
produce hot water. In , the German physicist Emil Warburg found that a block of iron into a
strong magnetic field is at a slightly increased temperature than outside the magnetic field.
Some claim of commercial ventures to implement this technology have been made, based on
claim of energy consumption cut compared to current domestic refrigerators, [49] but still didn't
make it. Solid state heat pumps using the thermoelectric effect have improved over time to the
point where they are useful for certain refrigeration tasks. This is popular for thermoelectric
coolers , where the low efficiency is not much of a problem, while being lightweight, cheap, and
endurant are valuable qualities. It also has a "long lifetime" as there are no moving parts, and it
does not use potentially hazardous refrigerants. Near-solid-state heat pumps using
thermoacoustics are commonly used in cryogenic laboratories. The Alternative Energy Portfolio

Standard APS was developed in to require a certain percentage of the Massachusetts electricity
supply to be sourced from specific alternative energy sources. Alternative Energy Credits AECs
are issued as an incentive to the owners of eligible renewable thermal energy facilities, at a rate
of one credit per every megawatt-hour equivalent MWhe of thermal energy generated. Retail
electricity suppliers may purchase these credits to meet APS compliance standards. The APS
expands the current renewable mandates to a broader spectrum of participants, as the state
continues to expand its portfolio of alternative energy sources. From Wikipedia, the free
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Commons. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Heat pumps. Pump is the tenth studio
album by American rock band Aerosmith , released in September The album was remastered
and reissued in Pump incorporates the use of keyboards and a horn section on many of the
singles " Love in an Elevator ", " The Other Side " , and contains straightforward rockers " F.
The album has certified sales of seven million copies in the U. Toys in the Attic leads with eight
million. Additionally, it is the only Aerosmith album to date to have three Top 10 singles on the
Billboard Hot and three number one singles on the Mainstream Rock Tracks chart. The album
was the fourth bestselling album of the year In the UK, it was the second Aerosmith album to be
certified Silver 60, units sold by the British Phonographic Industry , achieving this in September
A video documentary on the recording, The Making of Pump , was released in In December ,
Aerosmith got together at Rik Tinory Productions in Cohasset, Massachusetts to rehearse and
compose new songs, as the band members thought the isolated nature of the studio would help
their creativity. Over 19 songs were written, split between an "A-list" with songs considered
possible hits, such as " Love in an Elevator " and " What It Takes ", and the "B list" having
songs yet to be developed such as "Voodoo Medicine Man". Producer Bruce Fairbairn focused
on getting as many hooks on the songs as possible. The majority of these songs can be seen in
photos of the studio's whiteboard and in footage from "The Making Of Pump". The intention
with the album was exploring a rawness that had been glossed over for a commercial sound in
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